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True wealth is about more than money

The Market in Review, May:

Monthly Market Review.

Watch a Video

Most People Claim Social Security Too Soon: When
should you claim Social Security? The advice is generally to delay
as long as possible. But according to a report issued today by the
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Government Accountability Office (GAO), middle-income retirees
are much less likely than wealthy ones to take that advice. Read
More

Great Graduation Advice to Guide Your Future: College graduation season is upon us, and with it comes a new crop
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of commencement speeches. Their words are meant to inspire
graduates, filling them with hope and spirit as they charge into
the real world. But the speeches also often deliver practical guidance to better manage your money or build a career. Even if it’s
been a while since you donned a cap and gown, modern commencement speeches may offer valuable tips that you can apply
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toward starting a business, saving for retirement, or achieving
other personal finance and career goals. Read More.

New Curbs Sought on the Personal Data Industry: The
Federal Trade Commission on Tuesday called on Congress to protect consumers against the unchecked collection and sharing of
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their digital data — from websites visited to their marital status —
by providing people with tools to view, suppress and fix their information. Read More

26 Secrets to Save on Travel: With airfares to Europe and
Asia sky-high and high-seas breakdowns roiling the cruise industry, leisure travelers have plenty of reasons to put vacation plans
on hold. But no need to restrain your wanderlust. Read More

Final Chance to Enter the Contest!

Here is the 3rd and final question in our three part contest series. If you missed
the first two, see below. Here’s how the contest works: answer 1 question correctly about our website for three months and you’ll be entered to win a gift card of
your choice!

Which newsletter did you enjoy most
when you clicked on this link?
Question 1 (still time to answer):
What is Donna’s 2nd Title?
Question 2 (still time to answer)
What is the 3rd financial planning service listed?

Email your answers to Erin Waszkiewicz. In July we’ll choose a winner!
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Chapel & Collins, LLC
BBB accredited since
01/23/2007

Rated A+
The status of “Accredited Business” with the BBB means following the eight principles of the BBB
Standards For Trust. These eight principles are as follows: Build trust, tell the truth, advertise honestly,
be transparent, honor promises, be responsive, safeguard privacy and embody integrity. For more
information on this please visit http://wynco.bbb.org. The rating provided by BBB is given only by BBB
and based primarily on time in business, number of complaints and the BBB having sufficient company
background information.
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